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Seeing Red
The color of passion and revolution is also the season’s hottest hue. This dream holiday wardrobe spans the spectrum from scarlet to crimson to Bordeaux.
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Left: Stella McCartney Sweatshirt, $820 at Neiman Marcus Natick; Beaded Lace and Tulle Dress (worn underneath), $608 at Tadashi Shoji; Helen Kaminski Hat, $250 at Calmaguci; Lafayette 148 New York Collar, $228 at Bloomingdale’s; right: Massimo Alba Jacket, $4,200 at Barney’s New York; Criz Blouse, $595 at Daniela Cortes; Ralph Lauren Trouser, $398 at Ralph Lauren; Raffine 77th Glamour Bee Pendant, $375 at Recent Boutique

Models: Dinara Chetyrova of Muse NYC, Li Ming of Ford Models